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the ansoft designer 7 is a powerful and flexible topology and network flow generator that
simulates high-frequency electronic components on a network. with this new release, the

power tools have been integrated into the overall workflow. in addition, the ansoft
designer 7 is integrated with the ansys hfss system. exploiting the multi-user capabilities
of altium designer 14 and using the modeling reference system (mrs) tool, configurable
top-down-view and modeling reference system are integrated with altium designer 14 in

order to help design system level model of both commercial off-the-shelf (cots) and
custom-made products. in this way, engineers can create a stand-alone configuration and

then use it to design the next generation of devices. the model and configurable top-down-
view tools provide an ideal solution for the creation of models where engineers can access

all the functional and structural details of a design from multiple views. the designerrf
suite products provide an integrated set of design tools including signal integrity analysis,
electromagnetic (em) analysis, 3-d em modeling, and calibration using a fast and efficient

parameterized em solver. the designerrf circuit suite is focused on the analysis of rf
circuits, and includes direct access to the rf planar solver, graphical visualization tools,

advanced bom optimization, rf simulation, and surface analysis. the rf planar solver allows
engineers to perform electromagnetic analysis directly on the physical design of rf

circuits.
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by focusing on the most challenging of high frequency design problems, ansoft has developed a
suite of products with impressive accuracy, capacity and speed. the performance of these combined
products has made the ansoft solution very widely used in the signal integrity community and niche

rfic applications. since their initial release, the ansoft designer/nexxim products have addressed
these high-performance markets with regular, timely feature developments and product releases.

the product is also available as a standalone solution for design engineers who are not using altium
designer. this is a stand-alone solution that will work with ansoft designer to get the maximum out of
the software. it will be available at no additional cost and will be added to the product lines at a later

date. the product suite is designed to work together and with your existing design environment. it
will support existing and future ansoft design environments including ansoft si & rf, nexxim, ansoft

hfss, and ansoft q3d extractor. the functionality of the product will be enhanced in the future to
support the functionality of these existing products. there are two main groups of users for ansoft

designer. the first is the circuit designer who is looking for the most complete set of tools for
analyzing and solving their circuit design problems. this is the typical user who has a background in
electrical engineering or physics. ansoft designer is built around the ansoft circuit simulation product

which is aimed at providing high accuracy, high frequency performance solutions for the circuit
designer. the second group of users is the design engineer who is interested in combining circuit
simulation with the ability to solve the layout of a complex printed circuit board. this is the typical
user who has a background in mechanical, electrical, or software engineering. ansoft designer is
built around the ansoft em simulation product which is aimed at providing the highest resolution

solution for simulating the behavior of distributed networks, by combining a high-resolution rf solver
with a powerful electromagnetic solver. 5ec8ef588b
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